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: The Public Land Question in New Mexico: A Symposium

THE

PUB L I C LAN D QUE S T I ON
IN NEW MEXICO:
A SYMPOSIUM

DIVISION OF RESEARCH; Department of Government, University
of New. Mexico,' published in July, 1947, a pamphlet by Jack E.
Holmes entitled "The Public Land Question in New Mexico." The
"Foreword" was written by Bernard DeVoto, well-known editor- and
author. So timely"was this publication against the background'ofthe
recent movement to have much federal land in the West returned to the
states, the editors of the NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY REVIEW felt that an
immediate symposium upon the question should be publish~4.~ The
contributions to the s~posium, of course, are understandabl~'mainly
in the light of Mr. Holmes' publication,l since the writers of the separate essays were requested to indicate their major agreements or disagreements with Holmes' 'thesis. Contributors, however, were also
reminded that'if they wished to use Professor Holmes' study merely as a
"jumping-off" place so that they might go ahead and give their particular individual vitws upon the essential problem, they should feel free
to do so. Many or all contributors have done this, and their essays
represent statemen.ts of opinion which stand on their own merits without reference t~ the pamphlet.
,",'
For the convenience of readers, the following summary of Professor
.
Holmes' argument is given:
The primary tenets of Mr. Holmes" discussion are first that the land
should be protected from misuse or overuse; second, that those who use.
the lands should be given greater rights of tenancy or property. So stated,
his thesis appears paradoxical, but the paradox may arise from our traditional habits of thought on ownership and not out of anything inherent
in the propositions he presents. Mr. Holmes requests that a system of .
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1 Available from Department of Government, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, at 5OC.
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ownership be devised "which will secure to those using the lands definite
rights in it." The property right advocated is limited chiefly by the require. ment that use made of the lands be conservative, and that rights of
possession, sale" and bequeathment be so restrained· that only those using
me lands have the primary possessory. rights.
According to the author, "Provisiori for stability of tenure is easily
made, so far as the legal mechanics of the problem are concerned. Rights
may always be acquired by grant, purchase, or preference, but they may
be subject to severe pressure during, drouth or depression. The crux of the
'land problem' may lie here." It is urged that federal and state agencies
continue to allow a protected tenure under the law and that a system be
devised which will keep capital values of the range lands low. With low
capital values, it is argued, ranchers would not be disposed to overuse
their lands during periods of rapid price' changes or during periods of
drouth.
Fundamental to the discussion is the idea that more rather than less
regulation of use and ownership is :needed. Mr. Holmes indicates that
regulation is necessary to prevent agrtcuItural units from growing larger or
smaller than the family farm or ranch.
The .required regulation, it is said, should take the foNowing forms:
First, grazing charges should be brought up to the value of the forage.
This would tend to reduce overgrazing- by making apparent the costs of it.
Second, tax charges on land should be reduced and those on livestock
increased.
Third, co-operative grazing associations should be encouraged and
should be implemented by state and federal law and administrative
assistance.
Fourth, the state land office should calculate rentals upon a charge
per animal basis rather than upon a charge per acre basis.
Fifth, the small or submarginal user should be protected In his tenure,
but he should be encouraged to combine with others to make larger uni~.
Finally, to assure a sy~tem of administrative regulation, Mr. Holmes
suggests that there be instituted a zoning system of regulation for all of
the grazing lands of the state.

Contributions, all solicited by the editors of the
QUARTERLY REVIEW, follow.
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WHOSE "ENCHANTMENT"?
Maf"ina Dasburg
Director, New Mexico AssociatioJ;l of Indian Affairs

To ad lib: "the velvet surfaces of adobe, honey-pale in
the sun-the fragrant smoke of cedar, and piny~n"~ But you have read it
all too often.
Belonging to that group independent of New Mexico and here from
choice, you may well wonder how any of the crucial conflicts so dearly
shown by Mr. Holmes can affect us. But everybody is in this, as in war.
Numerica,lly negligible, we are no parties to pressure-groups bent on
wringing every penny yet to be wrung from the land In our small way,
weare in their way.
We have enough for what we want. Though living costs less in places
with far greater facilities we prefer "enchantment." Our houses, old or
new, do not offend eyes in search of it. Our few acres are freshened with
trees and gardens. What few animals we have we feed ourselves. We are
. friends with our ,neighbors, the Indian and Spanish people. We want to
live simply and quietly, pursue our pursJlits, and enjoy our surroundings.
Millions of Americans do not like this kin4 of life, cannot understand
anyone who does, yet spoil it for those who do. We are followed wherever
we go, and unless we are prompt to impose building and other restrictions
find ourselves back in ~g.:.store civilization.
We have seen the scars of senseless rapacity all over America. We have
seen the featureless ugliness of the towns straggling across it, as if those
who built them did not mean· to stay and had casually left them. behind;
as indeed they did when the mines, the lumber, the lands were exhausted
and gutted and the streams emptied.
Why can't all of us look at our state coldly? What have we really got
here? There are more and better farmlands; there is more and better
timber, richer minerals, and more productive grazing; there is prodigious
industry elsewhere; more sensational mountains, more glowing deserts,
more game, more 'fish, more sports; better roads; more luxury hotels, and
gambling places-and more water almost anywhere.
]jut we do' have enchantment (whose is it anyhow?), and we have been
slower to preserve it than states with much'less. Millions come for that and
leave their dollars behind. Our function is to keep it.
Nothing prepared me for New Mexico, although I had seen much of
the West, also Spain, ~orth Africa~ and Mexic0l with all of which our state
has affinities. 'Analysis suggests a mystery and fascination slightly slanted
toward the sinister, perhaps due to geologic restlessness, under a shifting
chromatism of light. There is a faint hypnotic aura of danger.
MINE, FOR INSTANCE.

•
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By contrast, the pastoral 'spanish communities along the streams and
acequias are touchingly human, made sweet by their cottonwoods and little
fruit trees. Almost everything they have could be seen in hundreds of
"submarginal" settlements. But there is something' that is lacking on
Tobacco Road. Something that is lacking on Main Street. Something often
described as "Biblical." These people in fact had a beautiful authentic
culture, J.low driven into the backyards of American progress, along wit:h
their true wealth. When they are crowded out and absorbed, New Mexico
will have lost incalculable' enchantment. Have these people "rights" prior
to those of us invaders? Yes. Don't forget that the land was in far better
condition when we took over; and it is not they who are now despoiling it
to any serious extent.
~ Somebody else has "rights" prior even. to these. In speaking of the
plight of the Indians I stick to my thesis, not forgetting the lovely lands
on which they have "submarginally" maintained themselves for ages. Few
would deny that they are New Mexico's most powerful magnet, and that
their spell is strongest for the most traveled, highly educated; and distinguished people in the world. The frequent visits of such are a unique
feature of our culture, as the dollars of the humbler are the mainstay of
our economy.
Yet the dwindled acres and all that goes with them (including the
Indians) are in daily jeopardy. The eyes of the covetous never close, although Americans are quicker to cry shame when others do as we do than
anybody else. No' people prate so incessantly of the rights of minorities.
We don't like Indians. Why? Because they are not interested in getting
rich and getting out? Because they are skeptical of "progress"? Because we
have destroyed so much that they did not?
. Most of the legislation supposeCUy designed for their benefit is aimed
at dispersing them.
.
Wake up from your siesta, New Mexico! Enchantment is from heaven
and is for everybody.

THE PUBLIC LANDS AND NATIONAL
ECONOMY

Theodore W. Schultz
Professor of Economics, The University of Chicago
appropriate for public grazing land, are not
as simple as the benzene ring or the Mendelian proportions. Social re~a,:,
tionships in our modem, highly interdependent society make a strictly
physical or biological problem appear simple by contrast. Mr. Holmes'

THE ENDS AND MEANS OF POLICY,

•
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analysis makes it clear that policy for land in New Mexico under existing "
conditions is an exceedingly complex affair.
Despite these complexities. it is always easy for some to jump to a conclusion, especially if there exists a vested interest, .J\Thether it be pol~tical
or financial, in the outcome. But to think one's way through to a conclusion,
examining the major alternatives on the way; calls for tough-mindedness.
The task is so hard that few indeed are prepared to undertake it. The serious student of land policy will be indebted to Mr. Holmes
for hiS exploratory inquiry. It carefully sets the stage for further analytical
work. It avoids the common pitfalls- that beset studies of this type. The
principle policy' issues are avo1Vedly controversial-when weighed on our
political scales -obviously highly. controversial. Recourse to fact-finding, to
the amassing of figures and still more figures and letting the facts speak for
themselves is a standard expediency; but it avoids -the problem of values
and beliefs that enter into policy-making. Fortunately, however, Mr,
Holmes does not try to escape the problem by going on a mere fact-finding
expedition. Instead he is properly concerned with the relevant social
objectives. His values and beliefs are made explicit. He approaches land
use in a comprehensive means-end s.chema-a formulation that is meaningful and likely to lead to fruitful results. But he leaves off too soon and only
mentions, without attempting to settle them, some of the following economic
issues:
1. What scale of operation in grazing land is consistent with economic
efficiency? I accept Mr. Holmes"goal of. a family farm or ranch as- the basic
unit in agriculture. The family unit is traditional, and nearly all who
think, write, and speak of it make their justification for the fact, and the
concept, outo! the predominant values of our time. We need, however, to
know ho:w close a family unit farm or ranch comes to best economic efficiency in the scale of its op~rations. The family unit ranch, even if small,
may be productive enough of worthwhile individuals and social stability,
but its scale of operations may be so small as to be economically costly. If
many, o~ the typical, units are too small for their best economic performance
the additional costs involved in their continuance may 'still be small when
reckoned with their social productivity in mind. We do not know how
large these extra costs are to -society. The policy question then arises: Are
we paying too high a price in our attempt to achieve a family unit pattern
in our grazing lands? More (a~d difficult) research is needed here.
2. To what extent is the family unit in agriculture in New Mexico
burdened with an excessive supply of labor which depresses the returns to
the human agents-that is, pulls down the earnings of the farmer and the
members of his family? I have in mind here the returns to people engaged
in this type of agriculture relative to the earnings of comparable workers
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and owners elsewhere in the American economy. It is my guess that the
returns for human effort on many family units in New Mexico are substantially below the standards of income of the whole economy. There is
merely a hint in Mr. Holmes' study that this may be the case. I should like
to see it explored fully. Such a condition raises important policy issues.
3. Family farms in many parts of American agriculture are subject to
considerable capital rationing. Is this a significant factor in New Mexico?
In other words, to what degree in the state do men substitute their labor,
and that of their family members, for the investments in tools, methods,
and improvements without which there can be no increase in the productivity of their ranches or farms? And here perhaps we should reckon
productivity not ~erely in terms of tons of meat 'or grass, but also in the
leisure, education, and the accepted standards of comfort. How much does
capital rationing reduce the economic efficiency of the family ranches, and
does it cause substantial overgrazing?
My belief is that if both the labor and capital relationships touched on
in questions two and three above were adjusted, the family unit would rise
very considerably in its economic efficiency, and the incentive (or compul"sion) to overgraze might be appreciably reduced. What is the evidence on
this point?
,;
4. Economic uncertainty caused by weather and prices must place a
heavy burden on the producers who use grazing land. How much of the
misuse of land has its roots in economic uncertainty? I venture to say.that
many ranchers faced with this uncertainty attempt to maximize immediate
returns on the theory that they cannot bank oR-the' futme. And is not a
considerable part of the political, legal, and economic maneuv~ring of
producers simply an effort to find some way to deal with yield and price
uncertainty? If this is the case, as is my gu~ss, then it behooves us to develop
a rationale for analyzing both economic risk and uncertainty in relationship to the problem at hand.
From an economic point of view I would hope that we could evolve
institutions that would embed the cost of climatic risk and uncertainty into
the value of the land. This is a job for politicians and political scientists,
for it is they who would have to develop institutions that would make land
values reflect the degree of weather uncertainty to which the lands are
exposed. It will be difficult, at the moment, to convince people that their
current ranch investments are too high and that they are not based on
sufficiently long-term considerations. Price uncertainty may have to be
approached along lines indicated in my study, Agriculture is an Unstable
Economy (McGraw-Hill, 1945). {In this book the suggestion is made that
a system of planned but adjustable prices would reduce uncertainty, direct
investment and effort into the most useful products, and yet maintain a
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flexible system of production. Prices then would be less the goal and would
. be used rather as means to broad social ends.-Editor.)
5- Obviously society must provide rules and machinery for allocating
scarce resources~ To formulate the alternatives as a choice between rationing
(by public administrators) and pricing (by means of relative prices of factors and products) narrows the alternatives unduly. I am prone to put the
query this way: What conditions (legal, social, political) are necessary
before we can effectively employ competition to achieve the desired social
objectives? Put this way, competition is viewed not as an end, but strictly
as a "social"means-one of the alternative means for allocating scarce
resources in the economy. The task is, as I see it, to discover those conditions that would make competition serve in pricing factors and products.
Prices are, in this. context, merely a means for raJioning (in t;pis case
between
adminisallocating) resources. Instead of putting the choice as~one
I
'
trative rationing and price rationing, I would sd~k to determine the
conditions, including those of public administration, that would make
competition serve the social objectives. And here one might have to distin,guish between the social objectives of the whole economy and those more
or less peculiar: to New Mexico. If these objectives of the nation and the
locality are not the same,' Mr. Holmes or those who follow him should
analyze and evaluate the differences.
.
These questions and observations I trust will indicate that much hard
analytical work still lies ahead. Mr. Holmes' study will serve us well, for
it has taken a first step in formulating systematically the problem in a
frame of reference where it can be ~nderstood and analyzed.

"RIGHTS" VS. "PRIVILEGES" IN
NATIONAL-FOREST GRAZING
P. v. Woodhead
Regional Forester, United States Forest Service
over the public lands question, it
is refreshing to find so sane and dispassionate an analysis of the subject as
Professor Holmes' "The Public Land Question in New Mexico." Whereas
the controversy seems to revolve pretty largely in the realm of emotion,
Holmes points out that there '"are some very real economic considerations
involved which neither the stockmen, the proprietors of the land, nor
society in general can afford'to ignore. In effect he makes the point that it
is not enough that "free enterprise" shall triumph, or that a land grab" be
frustrated; it is the ultimate effect that either may have on everyone
concerned that is vital.
IN THE CURRENT WELTER OF CONTROVERSY

U
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The resounding phrases of political science put no money in the stockmen's bank account, nor any meat on American tables. Neither do they
alter the hard necessities that seem to periodically require destructive use
of the range in the interest of mere survival. Whatever will best serve as a
balance wheel to keep the livestock industry solvent over the long run will
best serve the interests of society.as a whole. The prosperity of the industry
in the West lies in consistently conservative management of the range, and
all the other interests affected by range land use-irrigators, cities, sportsmen-are best served by that same kind of management.
I was particularly interested in the author's discussion of the distinction
between "rights" and "privileges" as applied to livestock <grazing on the
national forests. The amount of space devoted to the subject is an indication of' its importance ·as a bone of contention between grazing permittees
and the government; indeed it has been the subject of much litigation, beginning almost with the birth of the national forest system.
We of the Forest Service have always believed that the distinction is
fundamental to management of the forests in the interest of "the greatest
good to the greatest number in the long run." It applies with equal force
to all classes of national forest users, and means merely that while everyone
is equally privileged to use the forest for any appropriate purpose, no one
may acquire an inalienable "right" to use it for any purpose. It is true
that this principle is clouded somewhat by the fact that in 'the case of livestock growers it has appeared necessary-or at least expedient-to choose
between applicants for grazing privileges on a basis other than equal
opportunity. Stockmen with certain qualifications, based largely on need
of forest range to complete economical operating units, acquire "preferences" in the use of such range. However-and this is really the criterlonthey acquire no preference to use the land over any other class of user.
Their preference is only in relation to other stockmen, for the privilege of
pasturing livestock on the forest range when such pasturage is consistent
with management of the land in the best interests of the people as a whole.
Naturally, there is constant pressure to harden these preferences into
rights. Stockmen complain that they are insecure under the present philosophy of tenure, and of course they are, in some degree at least. They are
also insecure, and to a much greater degree, on any private land they
may lease. Even fee ownership may not always offer complete security, in
the sense that the owner may use the land as he' pleases; present-day trends
'are toward restriction of unlimited freedom of land use, where such use
may be prejudicial to the public welfare.
Actually, disturbance of grazing permittees on the national forests of
New Mexico has been rather sljght in recent years. It is true that the
Service is working toward reduced stocking on many ranges because the
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permitted numbers exceed the safe carrying capacity, but there have been
no reductions of any consequence to accommodate new applicants for over
ten years. Nevertheless, it still is important that the use remain in the
category of privilege rather than right. Social and economic conditions are
in constant flux, and if the forests are to be administered in the best interests
of all the people, the administrators must be free to alloc;:ate the resources
on the basis of highest use. If the forests are allowed to become encumbered
with rights, the time will inevitably come wh~n the government will have
to extinguish them by purchase or condemnation and re-invest them in the
public. Th~t has been the history of forest rights in Europe.

PUBLIC LANDS AS PROPERTY.OF
THE PEOPLE
·0liver La Farge
Editor, American Association on Indian Affairs
it is impossible to
discuss this subject except in reference to his thesis. Mr. Holmes' paper is
interesting in being at once so generally right and so incomplete. Public
lands are considered almost entirely from the point of view of the grazier.
The excellently developed arguments against the transfer of federal lands
to other ownership are almost entirely in regard to the stockmen's interests.
The arguments are nonetheless cogent, and the whole thesis extremely valuable for setting forth a sort of doctrine of enlightened self-interest based
upon facts which are too little known. Taken from this point of view,
where the discussion falls down is in the "Summary and Proposals," which
offer a series of weak substitutes for federal ownership which seem quite
unrealistic:
.
Several considerations are omitted or given merely a courtesy mention.
Public lands are the property of the people. The primary purpose of the
administration of public lands is not, as Mr. Holmes indicates, to see that
use rights are given to those who will most fully use them, but to see that
use rights are given so as to ensure the maximum benefit to the people as a
whole.
As soon as this principle is grasped, the questions of administration,
restrictions of use (including grazing), and retention or abandonment of
federal ownersHip move to another plane. The doctrine of the greatest
good to the greatest number becomes dominant. In various places Mr.
. Holmes refers incidentally to the "sub-marginal" stockmen, the small ranchers wh()se homes abut the public lands and who balance their economy by
running small herds on those lands. In ge'neral he tends to refer to them
WITH MR. HOLMES' STIMULATING DISCUSSION BEFORE ONE"

.
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as a necessary nuisance and his discussion is weighted on the side of the
large operators. A rounded treatment of the subject requires tracing the
historic process by which the broad, rural economy of New Mexico has
been brought to the edge of ruin 1>Y the wiping out of the range--:largely
through abuse by commercial op~rators, but not entirely-which once
enabled the native communities to balance their economy by herding.
Consideration of the pressure to turn preferences into a property requires
recital of the steady pressure of commercial operators to drive the small
ranchers out of their last refuge on the public lands, and the plight of
communities which, because large. operators moved in and forced' out their
weak herds, now' cannot gain access to range which was anciently theirs.
If the commercial operators were eliminated and the public range lands
turned over entirely to inefficient local users, America's food supply would
dwindle sharply. No one would suggest such a policy. Nonetheless, commercial operators can and do move to new areas, just as certain of the
concerns which pretty well wasted the area between Cuba and the Navaho
Country after driving out the local Spanish and Indian herders, have largely
moved to less damaged pastures in Colorado. The big concerns can and·do
sell out. For the economic health of the state it is vital that the rights of
the local communities, which are stuck where they are, be protected and
enlarged.
.
Another basic consideration is that at least two out of three stockmen,
large or small, if left to their own devices will overgraze and eventually
destroy the range. We have seen this over and again throughout the West.
The native stockmen overgraze out of ignoray{ce. The commercial operators
overgraze partly out of ignorance, partly because it is profitable for them,
as it is for lumber companies, to sweep an area clean for quick returns and
then pull out. Many of our large stock concerns are . owned within the
state, by owners whose lives are here and who are convertible to the practice
qf permanent, "sustained-yield" grazing. Others are absentee-owned,' or
owned by those who do not regard this activity as a life career in a chosen
state; they are investments, tending to be exploited for maximum, quick
yield and conversion at an opportune moment into some other investment.
It was to combat this very human tendency that the National Forests
were established. When we consider the use of the forests, or their transfer
to other ownership, we must remember this essential fact, and interpret it
not only in terms of the stockmen and lumbermen, but of the many other
. forms of beneficial exploitation to which they are open,' and of the public
right to· recreation. Above all, we n;1Ust thjnk in terms of the devastation
which would· be visited upon thousands if the protected watersheds were
overcut and overgrazed. We must remember the floodwaters and the irrigation ditches, the lifeblood of New Mexico. Long experience has shown
~
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that federal administration alone is strong enough to keep these vital areas
safe.
.
When these fundamentals are added to Mr. Holmes' arguments, there
seems to be little doubt that the public interest demands that our federal
lands remain in federal ownership under strong administration.
LAND MANAGEMENT AS A HUMAN
PROBLEM

Lyle Saunders
Assistant Professor of Sociology, The University of New Mexico
within which he was forced to work,
Mr. Holmes has done an exceptionally good job of bringing order into a
complex and difficult topic. It is hard to find much to quarrel with in his
conclusions and proposals. They are tentatively, almost hesitantly, stated,
with. true scientific impartiality; they are modest in scope; they derive
logicaIly frOIn the facts he has marshalled; and they have a certain practi- _
cality which makes them at least potentially usaJ:>le. GiVen such compression of materials, however, it is almost inevitable that any critical reader
will find much to disagree with in regard to the relative emphasis given to
various points of view and the specific matters discus.sed or omitted.
One such possible point of disagreement is Mr.' Holmes' rather heavy
reliance on economic theory and his relative neglect of political and sociological theory in his consideration of the land question. The problem of
public lands is a human problem and will be solved, if at all, in the area
of social and political relationships, and while ·the economic asp~ct of any
adjustments made will be important, it will be practical and not theoretical
economic considerations w~ich will weigh most heavily in determining
what specific changes take place.
There are also several somewhat basic questions which Mr. Holmes'
discussion does not touch upon and which would seem to be fundamental
in any consideration of the problem of the future ownership and use of
public lands:
1. Since land is the basic resource from which comes ultimately everything we con~ume 'and upon which we are absolutely dependent, can society
(i. e., any given generation) grant to any individual the privilege of destroying it? Private ownership has apparently included that privilege in the
past, and Mr. Holmes giyes evidence that it is also enjoyed by those presently
leasing public lands from the state.
.
2. What, specifically, are the public and private interests involved in
the land question, and at what points_ are they in conflict? Is the general
interest best served, by the unregulated use of pu~lic lands by individuals?
CONSIDERING THE SPACE UMITATIONS
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Or is th~ pursuit of private interest in the long run detrimental to the
public welfare? Who articulates public interest'! Who is its custodian'! Is
it the function of the Bureau of Land Management or the State Land Office
to determine and defend the public interest'! Or do. these agencies properly
exist to facilitate the use of lands by private interests'! Behind any social
problem there are always conflicting value systems, andfuntil those values
are recognized and reconciled, discussion of the problem on any other level
is almost certain to be fruitless.
3. Is the present system of rationing public lands justifiable under.
either capitalistic eCQnomic theory or democratic political theory, since it is
designed to eliminate free competition for the use of public lands and to
give to one part of the population privileges which are not extended to
others?
Under democratic theory, when individual interest conflicts with the
public interest, it is the latter that must prevail. Past experience has shown
that too frequently individual ownership and the unregulated use of land
for private gain have resulted in the destruction of a valuable and vitally
necessary public resource. The cut-over lands of Michigan, the flooded
acres of the Middle West, the eroded range~ of the Southwest give eloquent
testimony of the need for that type of public organization and regulation
through which alone land conservation can be assured. He who uses lumber taken from a completely cut-over forest or eats meat from cattle pastured
on overgrazed ranges is consuming the land, and that, under any economic
or political system, is a very unwise thing to do.
It is a truism that ours is a government peculiarly responsive to pressures. Mr. Holmes has implied that, particularly at the state level, pre~sures
are being applied to the· several bureaucracies now managilng public lands
.and other governmental instrumentalities for the purpose· of having these
lands transferred from federal. to either state or private hands. If such is
the case, it would seem th~tthere is a need for those opposed to such
transfer to devise ways and means of mustering an effective counter-pressure
to assure that our public lands continue to have the greatest amount of
regulation and control consistent with the public interest. (The underlying
value premise here is, of course, that the public interest is best served by the
continuation and.possible extension of federal ownership and control.)
Mr. Holmes indicates that the cost of the present public land management program is part of the salaries of some one hundred men who work
in the three agencies he discusses. The gain-provided the agencies are
allowed to do their job-is some thirty million acres of land protected as a
permanent public resource while at the same time it is made to yield the
greatest possible return in terms of both tangible and intangible benefits.
So much return for so little expenditure would seem to be good business.
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PUBLIC LANDS AND THE'SPORTSMEN
,
~

Hugh Woodward
Attorney and a ,Member of t1).e N~w Mexico Game
·
Protective Association
'
of the University of New' Mexico and Mr.
Holmes merit congratulations for the contribution made by the recent
publication "The Public Land Question in New Mexico:' This disinterested and impartial survey can be of material help in the quest for the
solution of sqme of the vexing problems inyolved. The controversy as to
public land use in this state has heretofore generated considerable heat but
scant light.
The New Mexico Game Protective Association, representing some
thousands of sportsmen-conservationists in this state, at their most recent
annual convention adopted a resolution set!ing forth their stand upon the
public land question. The position of the Association is predi~ated upon
the broad th~sis that many people are interested in ppblic land use in
addition to the livestock grazier to whom may be allotted the ,right to graze
domestic animals upon the areas ipvolved.
The grazing of livestock upon public land is one economic use and
a very important use. It should not be considered, however, as an exclusive
use, paramount in all of its aspects.
Modern ,society each year is recognizing the importance of 'outdoor
recreation. Commercial and industrial employers are curtailing hours of
labor and affording to employees extended annual vacations on full pay.
ThiS "tendency during the coming years will probably be enlarged rather'
than diminished.
Approximately 100,000 men and women, boys and girls took the field'
'in New Mexico during the past year to hunt and to fish. Thousands of
additional individuals picnic, ski, camera hunt, ride horseback, and tour
the pl,flins andmpuntains of our commonwealth. The economic v~lue of
recreation in the form of tourist trade is now acknowledged as a major
factor in the economy of this state.
Because of occasional careless, thoughtless, and sometimes vicious practices by visitors, the owners of private lands are more, and more impelled
to exclude the public from recreational privileges upon 'privately owned
lands and waters. The tendency to post lands against non-permittees is
rapidly increasing.
As pointed out by Mr. Holmes in his study, a grazing lease upon lands
held by the State of ~ ew Mexico in trust for its schools and institutions
is tantamount to private ownership. The lessee is not required to recognize
wildlife use upon the State lands which he leases. He may, at his option,
THE DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT
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post all of his leased lands and exclude the public. The State Land Office,
as a matter of policy, fixes no criterion as to the extent or pressure of use
by domestic livestock.
We note that in the current press the Land Commissioner states that
he believes that, generally speaking, the lessees of State lands do not overgraze their ranges. This is at best a generalization. Though true, it does
not take cognizance of areas of State lands which may be overgrazed to the
detriment of the ranges, with ultimate destruction of the forage and soil.
The State Land Office makes no provision for systematic inspection or
supervision of lessee use. Careful management or bad management is lefi:
to standards fixed by the lessee or lessees.
The classic example of this statement is the case of University lands
situate at the head of Taos Creek in Taos County. Some 13,000 acres of
beautiful mountain park ~ountry, spring-fed and watered by the brook
called Taos Creek, have been for many years overgrazed with resultant soil
and range deterioration. As far back as 1936 the President of the University and members of the Regents of· the University protested to the State
Land Commissioner and thereafter· to successive Land Commissioners the
progressive deterioration of this tract of 13,000 acres. The University of
New Mexico offered to pay to the State Land Office annually the equivalent
of the grazing revenue produced by the tract in order to rest and restore
the vegetation upon the area.
Successive Lapd Commissioners made commitments and promises, but
no curtailment of use and no supervision resulted. The. University was
never afforded the privilege of paying out of its funds to protect its own
lands. The effort to preserve these lands apparently ceased with the death
of Dr. J. F. Zimmerman, former President of the University.
The erosion r~sultant from overgrazing of this tract became so excessive
that within the past year the Taos County Game Protective AsSociation
and the Taos County Chamber of Commerce both passed strong resolutions reciting that because of overgrazing the tract had greatly deteriorated
in value both from a commercial. and watershed standpoint, with resulting
erosion and serious damage to Taos Creek as a fishing stream and "as a
source of domestic water to the Taos valley.
The present Land Commissioner, on January 29, 1947, in an Associated
Press release in which he apologized for' this condition was quoted as
saying: "It is community grazing land used by 'outsiders and anyone
else.' ..
Because the Legislature of New Mexico has thus far- failed to establish
a policy to be followed by the State Land Office recognizing reasonable
wildlife use upon State lands; requiring supervision to prevent destructive
overuseo£ State lands; and declaring that the public shall have at least a
if).
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partial recreational use of State -lapds, the position of our Association as
declared by its resolution is this:
(a) Until such time as suitable provision shall be made for permanent
protection and supervision of any ceded lands against destruction by
overuse,
.
'
(b) Until such tiine as suitable provision shall be made for permanently
recognizing the righ.t of reasonable wildlife use upon ceded lands, and
(c) Until such time as the public is accorded upon any ceded lands
the recreational rights which it presently enjoys, the Association and its
membership opposes the cession of the Public Domain either to the State
01 New Mexi£? or to private ownership.'
Our pos~tion is further predicated upon the report· of the State Land
Planning Board which was submitted to the Governor of th:e State of New
Mexico in the.. fall of 1936. Thus far th,e recommendations of this report
have been ignored.' For our position on the public land question, our
Association has" been criticized ami condemned by the New Mexico Stockman,
the publication of the organized livestock interests, as "attacking the livestock industry."
The study by the University sustains our position upon the public
lands question. The. grazing of domestic livestock upon public lands
may be the most important use of such Jands, but it is not an all-important
use to the exclusion of the interests of the public at large in the preservation of such lands and in the reasonable enjoyment of recreational rights
thereon.

COMMENTS ON RANGE LAND
MANAGEMENT IN NEW MEXICO

.

H. B. Pingrey

Associate :Agricultural Economist, New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
the apparently intensively grazed condition of much of the
range land in New Mexico is the result of past or C;;f present practices is
most difficult to say. A fur trader visiting soItle of the Spanish settlements
of northern New Mexico in the early part of the last century found it
necessary to drive 'his pack animals a few miles from these settlements so that
they might graze the native grass. At the time of the Civil War the owners
of flocks of <sheep were grazed in season from the mountains eastward to the
plains of Texas. About 1890 the grazing lands adjacent to the Pecos River
in southern New Mexico were so heavily grazed that the cattle had to be
moved 'on to the 'staked plains of what is now Lea €ounty.

TO WHAT EXTENT
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Past and present historical facts indicate that several factors have been
operative to cause the range land of New Mexico to be in its present condition. In northern New Mexico the pressure of population upon land
resources has been a factor. The efforts of the people of that area- to eke
out a living on small farms and by use of the adjacent range for livestock
has resulted in an overgrazed condition of the range. This situation is a
contributing factor to the siltation of Elephant Butte Reservoir, which was
developed for irrigation of the lower Rio Grande area of New Mexico.
Another factor contributing t6 past a\ well as present inte~sive grazing
of the range lands is the desire for economic gain by individuals. U ntH
the ranch operator views his range land as having as much importance to
his son or grandson in the future as it has to him in the present, little can
be expected in the conservation of the range resources. The economic valuation of the present versus the future is a dominant force in an exchange
economy. Federal subsidies as promulgated by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, politics, or education all have little economic
significance against the old habit of discounting the future in favor of the
present.
Professor Hohnes mentions the possibility of education of the people
as a partial remedy to the land management problem. The equalization of
opportunity by education is denied most~-of the young people who reside
in the distressed ranching areas of the state. This is true whatever the
professed aims Qf.our public school system may be.
Within the last decade, society appropfiated public funds administered
by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration for purpose of range land
conservation. These funds were appropriated upon the t~eory of conservation of our land resources but were expended under the philosophy of
. equality of income distribution. Politics forgot the principles of conservation in the disbursement of the monetary benefits, for only the users of
•
private and state lands were beneficiaries while those individuals using
Forest Reserve and Taylor lands were denied any benefits. In, the early
part of the present century enlightened citizens of the Territory of New
Mexico appealed for laws, rules, and regulations for the administration of
the public domain grazing lands-appeals which were more or less denied
by Congress. During the last decade Congress saw fit to institute regulations
without adequately providing for their administration. Under the influence of political pressure, Congress has aeemed it advisable to reduce the
administration of much of the Taylor lands to that of collection of fees.
Thus, politics has'·made it possible to give "lip service" to the principles of
conservation while society bore the cost of range deterioration so that
individual monetary gain might be maintained at a maximum through
intensive use of the range. One might well raise the question of whether
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the benefits of conservation have been commensurate with the cost to
society.
The management of the public and private range lands is a complex
problem involving not 'only the n;t-anagement of the. forage that grows on
the land but also related interests of irrigation, floo~'.control, timber, and
oil. Since these many interests are concerned in the conservation of the
state's resources, and since politics has been the hand which guided the
.'. course of past events, one cannot expect it to seek to divorce itself from the
problem.
From time to time various proposals have been forthcoming applicable
to the conset.:Vation of the Western range lands: One such proposal has
been the combination of small uneconomic, submarginal ranch u:nits. In
theory, this is fine until one approaches the problem of the displaced ~anch
operator. The lowering of interest rates has had its adherents, who have
later discovered tq their surprise that suCh lower I:ates become one factor in
a higher capitalization of the value of the ranch unit. The present relatively high capitaIized value of ranch land is a reflection of not only lower
interest rates but national economic and political forces which nave to do
with price supports resulting from political pressure groups. Decreasing
taxes on land and increasing them on livestock offers no remedy to the
tendency to graze the range intensively, so long as there are hills and mesquite in which to hide out the livestock.

TH,E

l

PUBLlb LANDS . AND
.
CATTLE INDUSTRY.

THE

A. D. :{J,rawnfield '
Past ,President, American National Livestock Association
in New Mexico discussed recently in< a manuscript prepared by Mr~ Jack E. Holmes and published by the Division of
Government Research of the University of New Mexico, brings together
valuable information which will no doubt be of interest to the public. This
paper should be carefully stud;ed by present and ,potential land users of
New Mexico.
We agree with Mr. Holmes' general conclusions and viewpoint which
appear to us as follows: The current government land management scheme
and practice is not satisfactory either to land users or t.o the general publ ic
interested in these lands. And further, that these lands should be put to
economic agricultural use and at the same time conserve the soil and develop the range on a praetica.l and progressive basis.
We differ in several respects as to administrative procedures and the

THE PUBLIC LAND QUESTION

\
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ultimate disposition of strictly grazing lands and proposed methods of
taxation. One cannot read into this treatise a preconceived method -designed to arouse the public against land owners as b~ing malicious soil
destroyers and creating ill-feeling against t:lre livestock indusU'y so important to the nation's welfare and the entire economy of New Mexico.
·We cannot subscribe to the theory and conclusions which might indicate that the land users of eleven ~estern states are less capable or conscientious land users than those people in thirty-seven other states in this
nation. Nor can' we subscribe to.a theory which might advocate federal
control and subsidy to our state in lieu of land ownership. If we assume
that federal ownership of lands is the answer to conservation, watershed
protection, and the general welfare of the public in New Mexico, then we
must assume that this same policy will hold true in all other agricultural
states of the nation. Basically, we believe in private ownership and private
enterprise; we do not believe in government ownership and government
enterprise:
The managing of the vast public domain of the West so as to protect
the soil. from erosion and so each user will benefit is the desired objective.
The methods used by the many government agency representatives now
managing these lands have been, in many instances, antagonistic to the
users and conflicting as between agencies, resulting in an inadequate land
program. The fact that private and state holdings are intermingleq with.
government lands will always handicap current government administration.
The inadequate national land policy in the Western states brought this
condition about by not allowing the early settlers enough land to make
an economic uni,t.. Productive lands were claimed and picked over, leaving
the undesirable areas in government ownership.
Turning our attention to the National Forests, there are many reasons
which predicl an overhauling with respect to livestock grazing would favor
the lands, the users, and the general public.
Cuts for protection to ranges in some areas appear unwarranted, while
cuts for distributipn of range to others destroys the unit economy. Both
play havoc with stability and perpetuate confusion and uneasiness over
tenure which in tU!n keeps the banker from rendering aid. This may lead
to overuse and soil and watershed depletion.
.
The Forest Service is in poor position to accuse grazing permittees of
misuse. They are in poor position to "accuse livestock producers of watershed destruction or 'soil erosion on the National Forest: The Forest Service
for the past forty years has been charged by our government with the
protection of ~ese resources, and forest officials have had unlimited power
and control to regulate use of these lands. If there has been watershed
destruction or soil. erosion on the National Fores~, then of,ficials of this
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department can well afford to hear criticism from land users' dependent
upon the soil.
Cutting livestock numbers is not the answer to conservation of forest
grazing landsr although this has been the philosophy of the Forest Service
for forty years. The privilege to..graze livestock, once the range has been
properly rated in' accordance with carrying capacity and rights of individuals to use the the forest lands. adjudicated, should then ripen into
rights tied to the.individual'scomrilensurate property so that the disturbing ~
element of insecurity over tenure of use would be removed.
As a methodfor future administration to improve the present situation
on the National Forest, we shoultl like to offer'"the suggestion that a Board
~ be set up for each state in the West composed of soil- and range-managing
experts drawn from the agricultural schools and universities, and its membership completed by adding thereto a representative of each and every
interest concerned; that this Board be given the authority to prescribe
rules, regulations, and administrative procedures, and that the staff of forest
officials become the enforcing agency.'
'
A Board of Directors chosen in this manner would perhaps insure more
harmony and coinmon purpose as to range progrflIIl activities, and bring
into service a clear picture and conception from each_ state of the problems
of range use, watershed use, recreation, wildlife, timbering, and other
related problems, including a balance between people' and land t:~sources.
Most Taylor Grazing Act lands are dependent for their use upon privately controlled land. P~oductivity. is low. Mill!ons of acres of these lands
are unsuitabl~ for any livestock grazing. Public Domain more ,SUitable to
grazing intermingled with privately controlled lands we believe should be
made available for private ownership. It is these lands the two national
livestock organizations have planned to ask the Congress for legislation
which would allow the permittees the right to buy the land permitted to
use, or continue under the present system. Volumes of erroneous statements
have gone out through the press about the plan .without a ~tudy of conditions or the past history of the land pattern.
.When the.Taylor Gr~ing Act was passed, profuctive tracts of the
area brought under administratioh were fully stocked. Grazing on these
lands was already established and essential in operations of people then
~nd there in business. Ranch operations had been built in, :rround, and
upon federal lands. Private investments had been made in fee lands, state
.. lands, and such control' of other lands as could be secured. Water developments, improvements, and facilities for successful operation were on the
ground. Under the law these investments were measured in terms of the
number of animal units possible to graze without interfering with neighbors
living and ranching under similar conditions.
>
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Had the administrator of the law denied use of government lands to
those found operating thereon, he would have forced a reduction in livestock numbers, left users over capitalized, and destroyed their business.
Rules and regulations were designed and promulgated to administer
and take care of those found in the business as stipulated in t~e "law rather
than attempt to invite others into the business and at the salIle time invite
increased burden upon the lands and destroy the purpose of the Act.
Lands have been fairly adjudicated as provided in the law. Those with
investments in the lands and those who have through investments made
these lands more suitable for grazing believe they have a fair claim in seeking protective privilege from the government if the land is sold. Control
now exercised by the government over all grazing lands within organized
districts assures carrying out the primary object of the Act: that of protecting and conserving the land and sta'Qilizing the livestock industry dependent
thereon.
Livestock organizations are now asking Congress to continue with its
original intent and purpose-that of passing title to private ownership. The
Taylor Act is admitted to be a stop gap until the next move is made.
The price of the land at which the government will be asked to sell its
land is patterned after a formula used by the New Mexico' State Tax Commission in assessing grazing lands. This formula is fundamentally sound.
It is based on the carrying capacity of each 640-acre tract or the average
annual productivity. The same formula applied to grazing lands in lush
midwestern areas where carrying capacity is ten. or twenty times greater
shows comparable productive values.
. Taxing livestock more and land less stimulates study. Perhaps people
would not fear taxes taking their land, and could by this method be induced
to buy less-productive lands. Such a proposal ~ght be politically impossible. The cow now packs a tax load of approximately $114. This includes:
a land assessment of $64 per head, a ranch improvement load of $25 per
head, and the balance a direct assessed valuation against herself. The perhead land tax can be figured as follows: the average carrying capacity of the
state is ten head per section, and the, Tax Commission rule makes this $1per-acre land or $64 assessed in land for each cow. We must remember that
the cows' increase is the only income with which the rancher has to pay all
bills.
General national inflation together with competition for land has
pushed prices up. Prevailing taxes represent fixed charges set on the basis
of earnings which are in many instances higher than the land can produce.
New Mexico stands alone with a formula for taxing grazing land basic to
the i~dustry. If the public through influence of federal bureaus defeats the
plan of the experienced land user to purchase land from the federal gov-
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ernment, the tax burden on the present land holdings loses its chance-to be
relieved.
, It should be remembered here that the plan for purchase of this government land is being advocated by experienced liv:estock producers who
have long practiced controlled grazing and soil conservation. It is being
advocated by groups which have worked continually for economy' in government, development of state, and progress 'of a basic national industry.
The plan is not being sponsored .and promoted by those speculators and
non-conservative inexperienced range users with whom Mr. Holmes' is jus.
tified in expressing doubts and fears.
If the above described plan for private ownership is defeated, -Western
states must henceforth cqncern themselves in having assurances from the
government that leasing or permit arrangements may be had that give
reasonable expectancy of security both in use and in operation and that they
will receive a fair share of the benefits accruing from efforts to protect, conserve, and develop the land. With each changing government administra- '
tion, the land pattern, land use, and administration will continue with
conflicting government rule, policy, and objectives.
Under government ownership payments for the use of the land should
reHect the differences in land productivity, and knual fluctuating livestock
prices, together with a fair and reasonable return on overall investment in
base properties, material, facilities, improvement, and livestock.
As the population increases the trend in land ownership will always be
reduction in individual holdings. The era of big land ownership has
passed. This is the trend in New Mexico and throughout the West.
Selling land for the highest price a bidder will give and taxing it for
all the traffic will bear destroys both the econqmy and the soil. The government and state should never lose sight of the fact that there is no escape
from periods bf drouth an~ low prices. Stability in the livestock industry
means that the government is willing to share some of this"adversity, and
unless co-operative management is received, the final result will bt range
depletion and general disruption of our economy.
6

PUBLIC LAND AND THE, WATER SUPPLY
lValter P. Cottam
Professor of Botany, University of Utah
to :read Professor Holm~s' excellent paper
on "The Public Land Question in New Mexico." I think that the article is
extremely well written.. It is lucid, profound, and effectively eloquent. In
all of its content, I am in hearty agreement. The problems of public lands
IT HAS BEEN A VERY GREAT PLEASURE
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in New Mexico are essentially similar to those that facf;: us in Utah. His
discussion and remedial proposals apply remarkably well here.
The one criticism that I have of Professor Holmes' thesis, insofar as it
applies to Utah public lands, is the failure to properly emphasize the importance of watershed values of mountainous grazing areas. In Utah at least,
water must be the first consideration of all the multiple uses of forest lands
and certainly the one to which every other use must be subservient.
Professor Holmes does a fine job in pointing out the ridiculol,\sly low
price proposed by·the joint committee for the transfer of public lands to the
stockmen now using them. I think that this point could have been strengthened if it had been possible for him to show the value of watershed lands
from the standpoints of irrigation and culinary uses. A monetary value on
water is doubtless difficult to arrive at, yet I believe that the whole problem
of 'watershed areas must be re-examined by all agencies of land use, both
federal and state, and a proper value of the water function determined. If
this were done, the forage value of these mountain acres would appear as a
very minor item in the total social values of these lands.
My studies of Utah forest areas force me to conclude that rather than
submit to more private ownership of public lands, the people of our state
in the interest of their own economy and especially in the ~onsideration of
unborn generations, must institute condemnation proceedings on private
lands of our watersheds and bring all of them under public control if not
under public ownership.

I
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